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CUTTERSPINDLES
Horizontal cutterspindles are 2-! in.
(63mm.) diameter, and vertical l.$ in.
(47.6mm.) diameter where the blocks fit.
Circular planing blocks are provided
for the horizontal heads; circular
planing blocks, solid profile cutter-
blocks and suitable bushes can be
supplied for the vertical heads as
required. The circular planing blocks,
which have a 9 in. (229mm.) cutting
circle, carry up to ten thin knives. The
knives are held by wedges, and ejector
springs are fitted in the blocks for easy
removal of the knives and to facilitate
speedy setting-up by means of an easy-
to-use setting gauge. The blocks are
balanced dynamically to ensure sweet
and vibration-free running. The cutting
angle of the knives in the blocks is
normally 30'but, for hardwoods, blocks
with a 20" cutting angle can be supplied.
The normal cutting circle for the vertical
heads can vary between a minimum of
6l in. (l65mm.) and a maximum of 9 in.
(229mm.).

JOINTING DEVICES
are provided for each head. Those for
the top and bottom heads are built-in
and are for straight jointing only. Each
side head has a removable straight and
stab profile jointing device.

THE BOTTOM CUTTERHEAD
is carried in a heavy hopper frame and
has sensitive vertical adjustment. The

supporting rails have levelling adjust-
ment and, for easier access to the cutters.
the cutterhead can be drawn out by
screw and crank handle.
The front bearing is quickly removable
to allow the self-centring cutterblock to
be easily removed and replaced by
another already set up.
The pressures are spring-loaded and are
of the anchored double ball-bearing-
roller type.

THE TOP CUTTERHEAD
is mounted in heavy slides and locked by
a lever at each side.
It is raised and lowered by screws
operated by a handle at the front of the
machine.
The front bearing and self-centring
cutterblock are removable. AII adjust-
ments are controlled from the front of
the machine. The combined chipbreaker
and pressure is spring loaded at each side
and auxiliary weights are provided.
Replaceable, sectional shoes tipped with
high speed steel are fitted. A quick-
release mechanism allows the chip-
breaker to be swung out of the way
when changing the block.
The pressures after the cutterhead are
springJoaded and have nickel-chrome
alloy pads.

THE VERTICAL CUTTERHEADS
are directly opposite one another. They
are carried on a massive frame, the
saddles having horizontal slides spread

over a wide surface. The saddles support
circular housings which have vertical
adjustment, and in which the ball bearing
spindles are mounted. All adjustments
and quick-acting locking devices are
controlled from the front olthe machine_
This arrangement ensures absolute rig-
idity and allows easy access to the heads.
The left-hand vertical head carries a
radial chipbreaker with renewable shoe
tipped with high speed steel. Both heads
carry detachable exhaust hoods which
also act as guards. SpringJoaded top
pressures are provided between the
heads, with nickel-chrome alloy pads
(standard) or large diameter wheels with
flat slippers for fitting to the latter when
required.

PNEUMATIC EXHAUST
All machines are suitable for coupling to
a clust collecting plant.

METHOD OF DRIVING
The machine can be arranged for a two
or three phase A.C. supply, 50/60 cycles,
2001550 volts. Each of the cutterheads
runs at 4,500 r.p.m. and has a short_
centre vee-belt drive, suitably guarded,
from a separate motor working lrom the
mains supply. Lower spindle speeds can
be arranged to special order.
The motors for the vertical cutterheads
are mounted on the machine frame and,
when the heads are adjusted horizontally,
adjust automatically to maintain belt
tension.
In the case ofthe bottom head, the motor
can be quickly adjusted to facilitate the
removal of the driving belts so that the
head can be withdrawn.
ALL motors are of the totally-enclosed
fan-cooled type; they are continuously
rated and squirrel cage pattern.

MACHINE CAPACITY
The machine is normally supplied with
a capacity of 8 in. (203mm.) or 7 in.
(l78mm.) x 2 in. (5lmm.), but the capa-
city can, on request, be increased up to
l2 in. (305 mm.) x 5-l in. (l40mm.).

Principal Dimensions and Code Word
Space o<r,u¡tictt (machine onll, Length lg .ft. O in. 5m49

not including ./Þcd table) Witlrh 6 Ji. 6 ín. lmgg
Net v,eisltt 25,466 lb. I I55l K.s.

Gross u'eight 29,092 tb. 13196 Kg.

Shipping meosurcmenî 654 cu. Ji. lg.52m:)

Code word EyEXT
NOTE: Il'raquirecl ct.fitur-rollct ntachina (i.e. wiÍhout tailing-oLrt rollers) can be suppliett.

Illustrations are not hintling,as to:lcrail hut may he taken as conr.e¡,ittg a genarall¡.
correcÍ rcprasentation o.f our mach.ine..Wcillhts anc! niea.¡urentents. et(,. ai.e statòtl as coíret,t11,

as possil;le but are not quaranlect!. Leaflet No. 310 2m.6.6S. V.H. printed in England
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